An important point for computer systems is the identification of users for authentication. One of these identification methods is keystroke dynamics. The keystroke dynamics is a biometric measurement in terms of keystroke press duration and keystroke latency. However, several problems are arisen like the similarity between users and identification accuracy. In this paper, we propose innovative model that can help to solve the problem of similar user by classifying user's data based on a membership function. Next, we employ sequence alignment as a way of pattern discovery from the user's typing behaviour. Experiments were conducted to evaluate accuracy of the proposed model. The results show high performance compared to standard classifiers in terms of accuracy and precision.
Introduction
Security has become an interesting and important challenge in many applications especially with the increasingly development of technology such as in business and governments applications. One of these security issues is the user authentication. The authorized user must be protected against the multiple attacks from the hackers or the illegal attempts of unauthorized users.
Recent literature has been concerned about improving security of financial and scientific data through computers in the world. Moreover, industry had already been used to provide explicit protection from piracy. Biometric industry is considered to be one of the most innovative techniques for authentication [1] .
Authentication is defined as the process of identifying someone or something by their characteristics. The characteristics describe uniquely features of a person or a thing. A lot of technologies have been presented for user identification so that he or she is granted to use system resources. Such technologies support varying degrees of security. User's identity [2] can be verified through several ways such as password, smart card, and biometric authentication. The latter [3] , is used to verify users based on several measurements [4] such as physiological features (such as face [5] and palm [6] ) and behavioral features (voice [7] , handwriting [8] , signature [9] , keystroke dynamics [10] , etc.). Keystroke dynamics is designed to recognize users based on the method of their typing features or number of attributes related to their keystroke duration, key hold time, and latency. These attributes may be taken individually or together.
Recently, machine learning techniques [1] have been presented to solve many problems of security since they proved a robust efficiency to distinguish between identities. Moreover, bioinformatics filed [11] is based on handling and maintaining biological data which is typically in increasingly for its amount and structures. Using machine learning techniques could improve the performance significantly when employed for such data. One of the main techniques utilized by the machine learning is the data mining where classification learning is one of the main objectives of the data mining. Essentially, classification predicts a target class of given collection items. The classification goal is to predict the best class that is more related to the classified pattern. Recent literature has showed best results in identifying data features using data mining techniques.
Sequence alignment aims to construct the best alignment between sequences. These alignments are assessed by assigned scores which are calculated by the total of substitution scores plus penalties of gaps. The substitution costs are computed using N M × matrix, where N for DNA and M for proteins. Several types of matrices are introduced like PAM [12] and Blosum [13] . Practically, the Blosum matrices are considered better. Although sequence alignment was used heavily in the bioinformatics literature, it can be utilized for solving classification problems when the corresponding data structures and learning process are directed to certain areas. Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [14] is one of the most important techniques used in sequence alignment. The Blosum matrix is used to measure the converge degree between DNA sequences. In this paper, we applied sequence alignment technique for improving user authentication based on keystroke behavior. However, a previous work [1] was presented in 2007 which also utilized bioinformatics techniques to improve user's identification and verification. The work is dependent on the original Blosum of DNA sequence which may affect the preciseness and accuracy of user's authentication.
Here, we employed the sequence alignment to arrange the character sequences as DNA sequences to get its similarity based on Blosum matrix. We developed the Blosum to achieve the similarity based on the convergence degree of the behavioural attributes rather than letters' sequences. Finally, we used Needleman-Wunsch algorithm as a sequence aligner tool with some modifications to efficiently get authentication. Although Needleman-Wunsch algorithm was introduced in early 70's, but it's been used in several recent researches [15] .
Keystroke dynamics [16] - [18] could achieve security without any special hardware (keyboard only), if the generated patterns are strong enough. Thus, we depend only on the keyboard as the main factor to authenticate users. Additionally, data representation is one of the raised challenges. Data should meet the alignment requirements in terms of structure and semantic. Such challenges are solved in the proposed model in Section 4. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a background about some related techniques and metrics. Section 3 describes Keystroke dynamics system. Section 4 presents the proposed method. Section 5 presents the experiments and results. Section 6 discusses the results and limitation of our approach, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Background and Related Work
In the bioinformatics field, the sequence alignment aims to find the most common of motifs in sequences. Many researches addressed the sequence alignment issue and can be summarized in three types: global [14] , local [19] , and multiple [20] sequence alignment.
Global alignment of pairs of sequences means to make alignment over the entire length of both sequences. It is preferably when the pair has the same length and high similarity degree throughout. The well-known technique which used this global alignment and used in this paper is Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (NM&W) [14] . The goal of NM&W is to align the strings to achieve the closest similarity of both strings. Generally, the similarity of sequences is evaluated using a standardized substitution matrix that is based on Dayhoff [21] .
Several classification methods have been presented to identify the features of legal user. One of these methods was introduced by Kenneth [1] based on global alignment. The author normalized the time of user's login data (include id and password) and divided them into the amino acid alphabet. The generated sequence after that is compared against the stored patterns. The comparison computed a score based on the typical global alignment technique.
Next approach, called Bio password [22] , was introduced which did not use any classification method. Two reasons prevented the authors from depend the assessment of classification methods. Firstly reason is due to the different parameters existing in the results. Secondly, most systems ignore the training and execution times. However, Bio password is considered one of the pioneers of the products that appeared in the commercial market for handling keystroke.
Gaines et al. [23] recorded the times of the successive keystrokes and authenticate users based on the probability distributions of such times.
Euclidean distance [24] was used between two vectors when typing characters: keystroke duration (i.e. total time to type a string) and pressure time. The vectors are stored as templates to be used latter in the classification process.
Another work presented in [25] , which was a simple classifier that can easily apply any distance measurement into the classification mechanism. Latter, Hidden Markov Model [26] was used as a classifier to classify the feature subsets generated from user typing behaviour.
Perceptron algorithm [27] was experimented using keystroke interval as input features for classification to provide linear decision functions to classify users and achieve low misclassification. Similarly, Bleha and Obaidat [28] used linear perception as their classifier to verify the identity of users.
In neural network, a new method called BPNN [10] was addressed which did not adhere to a certain number of inputs nodes. The method was used to differentiate between valid users from imposters based on their patterns that were extracted during typing their password keystroke.
Additionally, Belha at al [29] [30] applied real time measurement of keystroke duration and made use of several algorithms like Bayes classifier and Fisher's linear Discriminate. Next, a minimum distance classifier was used to optimize results.
Obaidat [31] also used techniques like Potential Function, Bayes decision rule, K-means algorithm, and minimum distance algorithm and employed them for data classification.
Many other researchers focused on the combining various neural networks, pattern recognition, statistical measures, etc. In [32] , a suite of techniques for password authentication uses neural networks (3-layer feedforward network implementing with the back propagation algorithm), fuzzy logic (centre of gravity), and statistical methods (average and standard deviation) to solve the same problem.
All the previously mentioned researches used various types of classification techniques directly without any customization neither enhancements to sense the type of data and the reality problem domain. We think, the sense factor must be considered to improve the performance, stability and applicability of the proposed systems.
However, considering all valuable efforts, we try to prove the applicability of alignment techniques to represented numerical data. The state of art can be concluded in enhancing the Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm to as a score of similarity measure between keystroke dynamics (numerical data) which implies implementation of a customized score matrix. The enhanced algorithm can be later applied to any other similar data in any other domain.
Keystroke Dynamics' Overview
This section provides an overview about keystroke dynamics including process, variations, and evaluation metrics. Keystroke dynamics is a biometric identifier used to discriminate valid users and imposters by analyzing their typing behaviour. Keystroke analysis is a measurement of the typing of the individual users including two main attributes: keystroke duration, and keystroke latency as shown in Figure 1 .
Duration (T d ) measures the period (Dwell time) starting when the key is pressed down until it is released. On the other hand, latency or flight time (T f ) measures the elapsed time between keystrokes, i.e. the interval between releasing one key and pressed the other [33] .
For example, they measure the keystrokes in three groups: from the first time the key is pressed and ends when the pressure is released from the key. Using statistical functions in the analysis process give accurate results.
The keystroke dynamics model is depicted in Figure 2 . Generally, the model is divided into two stages: enrolment and testing. The enrolment stage involves collecting the data of users during login process (Id/password) and generating a unique signature reference which acts as a template to authenticate user. The templates are stored in database to be used latter in the testing stage.
At the testing stage, the user login data (id/password) has been extracted to be compared with the signature references to authenticate users when the template meets the user data. Otherwise, the workstation is closed (or does anything to prevent the user from entering the system).
Practically, there are two basic types of errors to measure the performance of biometric systems [34] . The first is called False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and the second is called False Reject Rate (FRR).
While FAR represents the percentage of incorrectly acceptance of imposters, FRR represents the percentage of incorrectly rejection of authorized users. However, there is a trade-off between the two measures, i.e. the system is either strictly in authentication and rejecting every attempts to login (leads to high FRR) or flexible leading to access the imposters to the system resources (leads to high FAR).
Moreover, bioinformatics and machine learning use two major factors to measure the performance of the learning classification: precision and accuracy [35] [36] . In summary, the testing stage of classification model produces either the known class of the instance (called positive class) otherwise it is called negative class. There are four options for the instance: true positive (TP) means that the instance has true condition and positive predicted class. True negative (TN) means that the instance has false condition and predict negative class. False positive (FP) means that the instance has false condition but predict positive class. False negative (FN) means the instance has true condition but predict negative class. Precision and accuracy are computed as follows equations: 
The Proposed Model
The model consists of several phases, starts with data representation using fuzzy sets, and ends with identification, passing through a set of steps based on enhanced NM&W algorithm. The whole process is described in the following subsections.
Data Representation
Data is entered by users presents delays between sequential pair of characters for a password string (typing behavior). It is recorded as features (duration of a keystroke or key hold time, latency of keystrokes), cleaned from outlier statistically using median and standard deviation. Fuzzy-logic is then used to range features and assign it into fuzzy sets to categorize the typing speed of the user into classes based on the membership function as described below:
The collected keystroke sequences will be used later to generate unique patterns of typing for each user representing the reference signature as shown in Figure 3 .
Using fuzzy unit sequences are converted into characters as shown in Figure 4 which is as explained in this example:
The ranges of typing times are assigned to fuzzy sets (e.g., the times in the range of 2 -3 milliseconds are part of a set named "very fast") and can be represented as letter A and so on, where the time intervals are assigned according to the alphabetic order. However, if the time is between 2 -8 msec, it can be assigned into 6 fuzzy sets (A-F) as in Equation (3).
The measure value of each character depends on the gap between every pair of characters, in other words, when an "A" is compared with a "B", indicating minor difference compared to a "D", such consideration could make a significant difference while computing the penalty and the score as well in the next phase. 
Classification
This section describes how to enhance the NM&W algorithm to predict classes of individuals.
Typically, NM&W algorithm is used to calculate the scores for aligned characters based on a substitution matrix. Instead of the conventional Blosum used in DNA sequences comparison, a custom similarity matrix is introduced. This matrix consists of the arrangement for alphabet letters and the degree of similarity according to the alphabet arrangement (considering difference measures).
The similarity degree between letters A and A takes the largest similarity degree, and the similarity degree between letters A and B will be less than (A, A), however the degree of similarity for letters that are far then their similarity will be less. The similarity degree between letters is computed according to the constructed Blosum matrix. Every pair of characters is applied to the similarity matrix in order and the score decision is recoded according to the steps described below.
Let n = number of characters, med = median position of characters (n + 1)/2. For example, let's the alphabet composed of 5 letters: A, B, C, D, and E. n = 5 and med = 3. The Blosum matrix will be composed by 5 5 × . The letters are arranged according to its order and the computation for the degree of similarity is started from the median column (the third column). The median column is initialized to zero and incrementally increased by 1 with each row and decreased when reach the max value of similarity (2 in this case). Meanwhile, for columns, the value is increased when proceeding to the left and decreased when proceeding to the right as shown in Figure 5 .
Consider the two strings keystroke fuzzy sequences to be globally aligned are: sequence 1, 0, ,
Each sequence consists of a set of alphabet characters. The following 3 steps show how scores are calculated using classical NM&W algorithm with slight modification.
Step I: Initialization Create a score matrix
with initial values set to the first row and column by multiplication of each cell by the value of the gap penalty ( 1 g = − in this case) as:
Step II: Scoring The rest of the cells of the score matrix are filled iteratively, cell by cell, starting from the cell ( ) 2, 2 X , the score of every cell
S i j is the similarity value of letters at i and j , and g is the gap penalty. In other words, the value of the cell ( ) , X i j is assigned based on one of three values in the three adjacent cells: up, left, or diagonally as shown in Figure 6 .
Once the calculation of cells in the X matrix is finished, the cell entry nm X contains the highest score for all possible alignments.
Step III: Trace Back (Alignment) At this step, the alignment of two sequences is computed as shown in Figure 7 . The alignment starts at the bottom right cell of the matrix, moving back in three directions: left, up, or diagonally. Trace back step is completed when accessing the first, top-left cell of the matrix.
The argument is based on the way sequence alignment can identify or extract similar and un-similar motifs in DNA sequences. Generally, DNA sequence proteins are similar except for few regions. Such regions can differentiate between the presence of the protein sequence, which could be a disease or any other motive responsible for the presence or the absences of a feature in the DNA source.
The same can be shown in keystroke similar sequences. The sequence(s), covers/classifies all user trials based on highest score obtained is/are considered as the user signature. The generated set is stored as the representative of the user class. It can be later used as the basis for comparison with any new user trial.
The similarity between users occurs due to global judgment over the sequence. In the proposed model the gap penalty while back tracing can successfully identify the set of character pairs where similar users differ from each other. 
Experiments and Results
The used keystroke data benchmark for experimental purpose is downloaded from [37] . It is a set of timestampsof the typed passwords which consist of 10-characters composed of letters, number and punctuation. The generated password ".tie5Roanl" is chosen as it represents a strong one.
As mentioned on the web site the data are collected from about fifty volunteers (users) who are asked to write the same password in eight sessions each of which has 3 minute in average. Totally, the users had typed 400 passwords. The data is extracted involving the times of keydown-keydown (DD), keyup-keydown (UD), and hold (H) for all eleventh keys of the password (including the enter key).
The data are organized in a table of ( ) 400 34 × . Each row represents the timing information extracted when typing the password for a single user in a single repetition within one session. The first three columns indicate: user id (1-50), session index (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and repetition number within the session (1-50).
Next columns include the timing information of the password. Columns are named with codes [1] indicating the timing information type as shown in Figure 8 .
Consider the following one-line as an example of the As said previously, the data sets consist of 50 reads of each user of 50 users. About 90 percent of data reads of each user was applied in the training phase, while the remaining 10 per cent was utilized in the testing phase using random folds. These data are represented as a character sequences to be applied to the proposed system.
The same data set is applied to the Weka [38] experimental package. Various classifiers from different categories (trees, decision tables, decision rules, ANN, etc.) were experimented, in order to be compared with the proposed method under identical conditions. Table 1 illustrates the results in terms of accuracy and precision computed as given in Equations (1) and (2) respectively. The same results are also depicted in Figure 9 to be more visible.
In general, the experimental results indicate that the performance of the proposed system (Enhanced NM-W) is more efficient in terms of accuracy and precision compared to the other classifiers. The accuracy of our pro- Figure 9 . Classifier results of Weka and our enhanced approach.
posed system is better at approximately 30% over the nearest accuracy which is achieved by BayesNet. Similarity, the precision of our proposed system is better by about 40% over the nearest precision which is also achieved by BayesNet.
Discussion and Limitations
The main reason behind the far better results of the proposed model over other classifiers is due to several reasons. One reason is the nature of the data in terms of quantity and the problem domain, in some classifiers that are tree, table, and rule based when entropy is calculated for data with more than 40 attributes and about 50 exemplars and set as the base for the tree root or decision it leads in most of the cases into unbalanced judgment as there is high similarity between several users if most of attributed are used in the construction of the model, leading to high misclassification. One more reason is with nominal values such classifiers performance is lower compared to continuous data, when the raw data is applied to the classifiers it showed closed results to the proposed model. Moreover we used Weka classifier that deals with nominal data; it may be possible some other classifiers (out of our scope or knowledge) can generate similar results. Any how the proposed model results evidently proves the applicability of the model in similar domains, more datasets can also be experimented in the future with the proposed model. However, there are some limitations for our approach must be considered. One limitation with the proposed model is the nature of data the technique can deal with; it can't be applied directly to continuous data. Another limitation lies in the nature of such classification problem as the relation between attributes where in some cases some keystrokes must be ignored in some users and kept for the rest sequence alignment skips such cases with penalties not effecting the judgment of relating such sequence to a user, where other classifiers usually considers the selection process to the whole data. Even though such feature is an advantage in the other hand it is a limitation for other type of nominal data. Moreover a problem lies with nature of the Needleman alignment regarding the local-minima trap.
Conclusion
This work handles the problem of how to authenticate users efficiently based on their keystroke behaviour. The method creates a unique signature for each user using a membership function as a sequence of letters. Hence, we utilize the sequence alignment Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to get more accurate value of authentication process. Furthermore, Blosum matrix is reconstructed to increase the similarity degree based on the convergence degree of letters in the keyboard. The experiments proved that Needleman is very promising in extracting user patterns with accuracy rate 80% and precision rate 90.3%. A comparison with other classifiers proved that the proposed approach achieves significantly better results.
